BLACK

SEE THE UNSEEN

GAIT ANALYSIS REPORT DESCRIPTION
This document contains descriptions of the different parts within
an analysis report, obtained by means of a measurement with the
Werkman Black system

GENERAL

The general screen presents a summary of the measurement. Here, you can view the total duration of a measurement,
and the duration of walk and trot for each leg as well as the number of strides. If the number of strides (detected) is low this
will be highlighted in orange or red.
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Schema�c overview of sensor placement and colours
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FOOTFALLS

Footfalls displays a graphical representation of the gait timing. It can be used to spot asymmetry and changes in timing.
Footfall plots are based on all strides but presented using a small number of averaged strides to quickly visualise the rhythm
of the gait.
The different phases within a stride are visualised as explained in the image below.

The horizontal axis is the flow of time from left to right. The coloured patch indicates the mid stance; the time during which
the hoof is flat on the surface. The larger white arrow on the right side of the mid stance patch indicates the breakover time;
the time during which the heel is moving up from the ground while the toe is still in contact with the ground. The thin line
between two stances is the swing time when the hoof is moving through the air. The small white arrow at the left of the
mid stance patch indicates the landing time; the time between first contact of the hoof on the surface and when the hoof is flat
on the surface and in relative rest. The pattern of a single stride is repeated up to three times in the footfalls graphs.
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BREAKOVER

Breakover is showing you the breakover locations of all strides in either walk or trot. The breakover location is determined
just before the hoof leaves the ground. The location of breakover is colour-coded where the darkest red indicates the location
where breakover takes place the most. The lighter shades of red show alternative locations where the horse did breakover
the toe but to a lesser extent or even only once. The view is presented as the footprint left on the ground as viewed from above.
The median duration of the breakover is shown below each image. The duration is speed correlated. Refer to The influence of
speed for more information.
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SWING

Swing
Swing shows an animation of the median stride for either walk or trot. The median represents the average gait of the horse.
Side
Side view mode shows the height of the hoof during the swing phase. The maximum height and location are indicated in
this graph. The median stride length is also indicated.
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SWING

Top
The top view indicates when the maximum deviation both lateral and medial are reached and where these maximums are located.
The median stride length is also indicated.
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LANDING

The representation of landing is similar to the breakover location. The location of first contact during landing is shown for all
strides and colour-coded similarly as breakovers. Below each image, the median duration of landing is given. The duration is
speed correlated. Refer to The influence of speed for more information.
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RING OF WERKMAN

The Ring of Werkman is an animated representation of the entire stance phase: The moment of contact between the hoof and
the ground. The initial ground contact, the movement during the stance phase and the break-over point during break-over.
The Ring of Werkman shows all angles at which this occurs, for both walking and trotting, on both hard and soft surfaces.
The following items can be seen in the animation:
A static black line showing the angle of the hoof at each moment throughout the stance phase.
A red circle indicating the current time frame displayed by the Ring of Werkman.
The coloured ring is an animated (semi) circle, which changes over time to show approximately what
the position of the hoof is in relation to the ground.
A reversed triangle showing the point of initial contact between the hoof and the surface.
This is the start of the landing phase.
A diamond showing the end of the landing phase/start of mid-stance. The hoof angle is now flat with
respect to the ground. Some movement may still occur after this moment in the mid-stance.
An upwards pointing triangle marking the start of the breakover phase. The break-over starts when the
heel of the hoof is 0.5 degrees off the ground.
The blue support grid is set to a 10-degree angle by default. Each square in the blue grid represents 2 degrees.
During landing
The Ring is typically a semi-circle during landing. The image below shows a hoof which lands 4 degrees lateral and 2.5 degrees
towards the heel.

Ring of Werkman during landing

Approxima�on of actual hoof posi�on during landing
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TIMINGS

The timings screen contains a table containing variables for either walk or trot. The median time for mid. stance, breakover,
swing and landing is presented in black.
A measure of the variation is shown in grey, indicating approximately where 90% of the values lie within. The variation is a measure
to give you an indication how much difference there is between strides.
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